MAYFIELD WOMEN’S CLUB CELEBRATES THE YEAR OF THE RAT

Li Hwa Restaurant

Diana, Georige, Barb and Marie a the beautiful Li Hwa Restaurant

Georige, Barb, and Marie

Barb and the server with the dim sing food cart.
Marie, Barb, Georgene and Barb enjoying their lunch.

Georgene, Barb, Marie and Barb outside the Asia Plaza Pharmacy.

Diana pointing out the duck and pork used in many of the dishes at Li Hwa.

Look what Marie found! A beautiful tea cup. Marie, Georgene and Barb shopping the aisles of the market.

Who wants to buy a dragon?!? Marie, Barb, Georgene and Barb do!
Chilly day in Cleveland, but with these good friends, good food, and good shopping, it warmed us inside and out!!

Georgene and Barb with the sculptures from the Year of the Monkey and Year of the Goat